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Abstruct- The SeaWindsCalibrationGround
Station(CGS)isanovelKu-bandreceiving
station that supports
the
June
1999-launched
PIAVASA Seawinds scatterometerradarwhich
measures the near-surface wind speeds over 90%
of the ice-free oceans. The CGSpurpose is to
measureveryaccuratelytheradarpulse
timing,
frequency and amplitudecharacteristicsinorder
to monitor independently the radar and spacecraft
platformperformance
over
the
course
of
the
mission. These data are critical to maintaining or
improvingthequalityof
the end-dataproduct.
Results are presentedherewhichshow
the ability
to measure spacecraft pulse timing to microsecond
detail, spacecraft attitude to better
than 0.1 degrees,
and output amplitude that will
in future work allow
estimation of
the
spacecraft
on-orbit
antenna
pattern. These efforts will improve registration of
the scatterometerderived wind map to the Earth's
coordinatesystemandprovideanindependent
assessment of the instrument quality over the life
of the mission.
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direction.
Analysis
of the o'data allows
the
derivation of an estimateofthewindvelocity
vector forthat patch.
The SeaWinds instrument has an 803 km circular
orbit
and
uses rotating,
a
0.85 meter
offset
paraboloid antenna to produce a pair of conically
scanned pencil beams at nominal angles of 40 and
46 degrees from the nadir. The beams illuminate
an elliptical footprinton the sea surface of about
25
km wide by 50 km deep (major axis is radial from
the spacecraft nadir-point).On board processingof
theecho data allowsresolutionimprovementto
slices 25km wide by about 6 km deep. spacecraft
platform attitude instabilities can greatly affectthe
abilitytoaccuratelyregisterthereducedwind
vector map with the actual position
on the earth,
unobserved
instrument
frequency
and
Doppler
estimation variation provide a mechanism to force
incorrect
range
measurement,
again
affecting
eventual data registration;
instrument
and
amplitude and gain variation can cause errors
in the
estimation of received echo strength and thus the
derived wind velocity vector. All of these effects
wereobsemedtosomeextent
on apredecessor
instrument, NSCAT, whch was in a similar orbit
during 1996-97. There are a variety of methods that
can providepartialcalibration,includingnatural
ground targets suchas the Antarctic and Greenland
ice sheets and the BrasiLian rain forest, in addition
to the detailed telemetry from the spacecraft itself.

TheJetPropulsionLaboratory
(JPL) SeaWinds
CalibrationGroundStation(CGS),locatedatthe
The SeaWinds Calibration Ground Station (CGS)
NASA-JohnsonSpaceCenterWhiteSandsTest
is a novel Ku-band receiving station that supports
Facility
at Las Cruces, New Mexico, is not only a
the JPLMASA SeaWinds
scatterometer
radar
precision
receiver
and
an
accurate
time
and
which measures the near-surface wind speeds over
measurement
device
but
also
a
90% of the
ice-free
oceans. The SeaWinds frequency
radiometer that provides the abilityto calibrate the
scatterometer is aKu-band (13,402 MHz) radar
receiver by using bothsky and local targets of very
that obliquely illuminates the ocean's surface with
accuratelyknowntemperatureandstability.The
the radar beam and measures the scattering cross
CGS antenna captures the incident signal, which is
section, oo,from a plurality of azimuth angles.For
then
digitized, decimated and streamed into a one
a given patch of sea surface, The oo varies in an
Gigabyte
bufferprior
to beingwritten to disk.
approximately cosinusoidal manner depending on
Initially,
the
large
volume
of dataisscanned to
illumination azimuth angle, surface wind speed and
identify the approximate pulse timing. Then, more

extcnsivcprocessingusinganiterativematched
filteringtechniqueaccuratelylocatestheprecise
bcginning and endof each received pulse, the pulse
center frequency and Doppler shift, in addition to
determining
the
total
pulse
power
and
pulse
amplitude characteristics.

The coreof the CGS is a fairly straightforward dual
conversion super-heterodyne receiver with the final
signal processing done in the digital domain. The
receiver is packaged to increase thermal stability.
Internal
and
external
reference
sources
are
provided to allowself calibration.

This data has so far proven extremely valuable in
A computer controlled pedestalis used to point the
helping to resolve spacecraft attitude control issues, CGS antenna at the predicted spacecraft location.
The receiver front end, as well as the calibration
orbital variationandspacecrafton-boardclock
anomalies.Futurework
is plannedto use the
sources,arelocated
in an insulatedsteeland
amplitude and timing data to help reconstruct the
aluminum box on the pedestal, within a fiberglass
and Nomexa compositeradomeontop
of the
actual
on-orbit
spacecraft
antenna
pattern,
especially with respect to sidelobe shape and level. building.
A pair of independent data communications links
allow access to the CGS serversvia the internet in
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Figure 1 - CGS Block Diagram

Overview

The CGS is installed in a temperature controlled
building at White Sands TestFacility near Las
Cruces,NewMexico.Figure
1 showsablock
consists of ahigh
diagram of theCGS,which
performance
receiver,
number
a
of
PC
type
computers,calibration standards andsources,a
frequency
GPS
time
and
standard, and
environmental monitoring equipment.

aredundantfashion. Once a day, data fromthe
CGS is mirrored to a server at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
Physical
Oceanography
Distributed
Active
Archive
Center
(PODAAC).
CGS
data
userscanretreivethe
data fromeitherthe CGS
directly, or from PO.DAAC.
Antenna and Radome

The antenna is a conical corrugated horn with an
aperture of 12 cm designed to have a maximum
gainvariation of 0.01 dB within 1 degree of
boresight. This reduces the pointing
accuracy
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Figure 2 - CGS Antenna Measured Pattern (Azimuth)

requirements,whichareinfluenced
by boththe
predictedephemerisaccuracyandthepedestal
pointingaccuracy.Figure 2 showsthemeasured
antenna patternin the azimuth axis.

polarized antenna reduces the effect
of the absolute
rotational orientation of the antenna, and eliminates
the need to switch between antennas to receive the
different signals.A circular to linear transformation
sectionbetweenthecircularhornthroatand
the
The Seawinds signalsarelinearlypolarized(innerrectangular
WR-62 waveguide to thereceiver is
beam horizontal,outerbeamvertical). A circularlyusedtomaketheantennasubsystemcircularly

mm

Figure 3- Radome Thickncss

polarized with the entire subsystem having an axial
ratio of <0.5 dB. A 2 degreeerrorinrotational
position (axis along the boresight) will result in a
system gain error ofless than 0.01 dB.

loss is being
measured
using
radiometric
a
by Seidel
and
Stelueid*,
technique
described
involvingscanningthecoldnight
sky (andthe
radome) using the CGS receiver as a radiometer.

The directivity of theantenna,ascalculatedfrom
integrated
pattern
measurements,
is 20.09 dB,
which compares well with the design directivity of
circular
20 d B . Note that because of the
polarization, the received signal, which is linearly
polarized, will be attenuated by 3 dB.

Receiver Electronics

The receiver front end (and antenna)
is mounted on
an elevation
over
azimuth
pedestal
within
a
fiberglass
and
Nomex@
honeycomb
composite
radome on top of the CGS building. The radome is
1.5 meter tall
a1.2meterdiametercylinderwith
vertical sides, which reduces the chancesof dew or
dust collecting onthesurface.Thecentral
axis
matches that of the pedestal, so that the incidence
angle or distance from the aperture to the radome
wall does not change with azimuth at a particular
elevation angle. The mechanical dimensions of the
radome
were
carefully
controlled
to
minimize
changes
in
attenuation
with
look
angle. The
measured
variations
the
in
5.08 mm thick
compositewall(showninFigure
3), areonthe
order of .033 mm,andarecalculatedtoresultin
loss variations of less than 0.01 dB. Actual radome
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Thereceiver(blockdiagraminFigure
4) isa
standard double conversion superheterodyne with a
first IF of 395 MHz and an output frequency of 35
MHz. The final conversion to baseband is done by
undersamplingat a final rate of 5.1875 MSPS,
whicheffectivelyplacesthesignalat
% of the
sample
rate.
The
mechanical
packaging
was
designed to keep the temperatures stable during a
measurement,toreducegainfluctuations.Internal
calibrationsourcesareprovidedtocalibratethe
receiver gain. Frequency and timing accuracy are
determined
the
by
design,
and
require
no
calibration.
Thereceiver is physically divided into two parts.
The first part, referred to as the "antenna box" is a
steel enclosure approximately 76x60 cmmounted
on a 1 cm aluminum plate which is on the pedestal
intheradome.Theentireenclosure
is covered in
radarabsorbertoreducethe
effectofreflections
affecting the antenna pattern, and to provide some
thermal isolation fkom the environment. There are
also three precisionresistancethermometers
(4
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Figure 4 CGS Receiver Block Diagram
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wire RTDs) inside the enclosure which are uscd to
log thc receiver temperature. The second half
of the
receiver is in a standard chassis in the equipment
rack
located
below
the
pedestal
the
inairconditioned room.
A low noise amplifier at 13402 MHz is used to set
the system noise figureas well as provide some 50
dB of gain before the first mixer.A local oscillator
at 13007 M H z (phase locked to the 10 MHz
reference) is used to mixto a 395 MHz first IF.
This IF signaliscarried by coaxialcable to the
receiver chassis.

In the receiver chassis, the 395 MHz IF is mixed
with a 360 M H z local oscillator (also locked to the
10 M H z reference) to produce an output signal at
35 M H z nominalcenterfrequency.
A 2 MHz
bandwidth Butterworth filter is used to limit the
bandwidth priorto sampling.
The data is sampled by a commercial high speed12
bit A/D board (Gage PCI-8012A) modifiedto
accept a 41.5 M H z external clock derivedfrom the
stable 10 M H z reference.Theboardinternally
decimates the samplesby a factorof 8, resulting in
an of sample
rate
actual
5.1875
MegasampledSecond. The35 MHz IF is aliased to
an apparent frequency of -1.3125 MHz, which is
approximately
in
the
middle
of the sampled
bandwidth of approximately 2.6 MHz, which keeps
DC offsets and
thedesiredsignal
awayfrom
sample clock related spurs. The systemgain is set
so that the maximum receivedsignalsareabout
3dB below A D saturation.Thetotaldigitized
noisepower(looking
at acloudy
sky) has a
standard deviationof 13.4 LSB, or about -44 dBFS.

In a typical capture, 10 seconds of data is collected
for each of 4 bcam crossings, as the two spacecrafttransmitted beams sweep over the CGS. On days
whenonly the outer beam crosses the CGS, two
captures of 20 seconds each are made. The 1 Gbyte
memory buffer available allows collection of up to
51 seconds of data, when recording the IRIG time
code on the second channel.
Absolute frequency stability is maintained by the
use
of
a GPS disciplined 10 MHz reference
oscillator,whichis
used togenerate
all local
oscillators and the sampling clock. The oscillator
is
specified to be accurate within 1 part in 1E12 over
1 day. IRIG-B time code from the GPS receiver is
digitized simultaneously to providean independent
check on the capture timing. In addition, the 1 PPS
output
from
the
GPS receiver is used
to
synchronizethe start of data captures, so that
absolutesampletimeis known toapproximately
200 nSec. The GPS receiver also provides an
accurate position (averaged over time) of
the CGS,
which is necessary to calculate ranges and actual
look angles inpost processing.
Computers and support equipment

The CGS is controlledbyasetof
5 PC type
computers
running
Windows
NT@. They are
interconnected by a 100 Mbps ethernet. One PC is
dedicated
to
the
high
speed
data
acquisition
interface. Another is used to control the pedestal,
operate the calibration equipment, and log various
engineering parameters. A third is used to capture
video images and provide other support functions.
Finally, two computers are servers which connect
to separate redundant connections to the internet;
one via WSTF's internal network and the othervia
a microwavelink to White Sands Missile Range.
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Figure 5 - Internal Calibration Components

3 . CALIBRATION
Calibration of theCGS is accomplished by using
both
external
references
and
intcrnal
sources.
Internalprecisionsourcesprovideastablegain
calibration. A remote controlled beacon transmitter
on a hill top about 3 km away provides an end to
endfunctionaltest as well as atest of antenna
pattern.
Figure
5 illustrates
the
calibration
equipment within the pedestal mounted enclosure
(the “antenna box”).
Self Calibration

digitizer, with the usual analysis
technique
consisting of fittingasine waveto thedigitized
samplcs,ande’uaminingthedeviationsfromthe
ideal.
For highestaccuracy, self calibrationscannot be
done while the spacecraftis above the horizon. The
sidelobes of the SeaWinds antenna are 30-40 dB
below the main lobe, whichis approximately at the
thermal noise floor of the receiver, and are easily
detected witha radiometric approach.
Daily Radiometric Gain Calibrations

Eachmorning,at
11152 (approximately 415AM
local), a radiometric gain calibration is performed,
making 0.2 second measurements of the ovenized
noise source, the ovenized load, and the sky. This
schedulewasestablished prior tolaunch,and a
potential problems has been identified because the
spacecraft is above the horizon at this time on “day
1” of the cycle d m g the revolution (100 minutes)
beforethe“morning”capture.
A changeinthe
scheduled radiometric calibration time to
an eariier
The calibration path consists of a switched noise
time is planned to eliminate the possibility of the
source and a tone injection path. The noise source
measurement being corrupted by sidelobe power.
has an ENR of 14.491 dB, and so, provides a test
Figure 6 shows the resultsof this calibration overa
signal near the bottom
of the system dynamic range several month timespan.
(The k”E3 noise floor is -1 11 a m ) . There is also
provision for injecting an externally supplied tone
Theraw
gain iscalculated by comparingthe
at a level of about -75 dBm, which corresponds to
variances of thesampled data whenthenoise
the topof the dynamic range.
sourceison
(T=8446K) and off(T=313K). A
nominal noise bandwidth of 2 MHz was assumed
The noise
source
is
the
most accurate
level
for this calculation,and the noisepower
was
reference. It is based on asemiconductornoise
calculated using the nominal A/D subsystem gain
diode which has a noise brightness temperature of
to convertA/D codes to powerat the A/D input.
8446K (20 uncertainty = 53K), or an ENR of
14.491 dB. The noisesource is placed in an
insulated
enclosure
which
is thermostatically
controlled to40 degrees Celsius within.05 degrees.
This “oven” is located
within
the thermally
massive and insulated receiverbox on the pedestal.
where:
Stability measurements performed at NIST using
their WR-62 radiometerindicatethat
the noise
poweroutput of the noisesourcedoesnotvary
THot= 8446K
over a4 day period by more than the uncertaintyof
the radiometer (about 10 K). The output power of
the receiveris measured by calculating the variance
of the digitized samples.
The CGS providesseveralwaysofbeing
self
calibratedagainst an internalstablereference. A
single ferrite switch is used to connect the LNA
input to a calibration source instead
of the antenna.
To reduce the effect of mismatch on the antenna
port, during calibrations, the antenna is pointed at
either coldsky or at an RF absorber panel mounted
on the insideof the radome.

In addition, a tone signalmay be injected through a
calibratedpath at thesamepoint
as thenoise
signal. The power
of
the
injected
signal is
measuredby a NIST Type IV Power mete8 at
approximately 0 dBmpriortobeingattenuated
approximately 70 d B . The calibntion tone
is
generated by astandardlaboratorysynthesized
signal generator (Hp model 8673C). Tone signals
areuseful for evaluatingtheperformance of the

There are some apparent changes in gain (on 29
Julyand 19 August)whicharetheresult
of the
noise source oven being turned off during system
maintenance
activities.
The overall
downward
trend in system gain may be an artifact, as it is less
than the uncertainty in the measurement, which is
atleast0.03
d B , dueinlarge
part tothe 50K
uncertainty in the 8446K reference.

Figure 6 also shows
an
cstimatc
of the sky
brightncss temperature. calculatcdas in Eq 2:

where G is the gainas calculated in Equation (1).

Of particular interest in this plot are the apparent
spikes in sky temperature (in mid August) which
were the result of the antenna being pointed at the
290K)
externalambientload(atapproximately
rather than the sky. The sky temperatureshows

The CGS includcs
weather
a
station
on the
building,
and
logs
the
current
wind,
rainfall,
temperature,
humidity
and
barometric
pressure
every minute. The rain and humidity measurements
can be used to evaluate whether adata capture was
madewhenit
is raining, or whenthere may be
of
condenseddew or rainontheradome,either
which would reduce the accuracy of the amplitude
measurements. Various other station data such as
GPS receiverperformance,videoimagesofthe
pedestalandradome,andthereceiverinternal
temperature is recorded periodically, and available
on the CGS server.
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Figure 6 - Raw Radiometric Calibration Data
variationswhichappearto
be correlatedwith
periods of high rainfall andcloudcover.These
radiometric measurementweremadewith
the
antennapointed at thezenith, so dew, rain, or
debris accumulating on thetop of the radome will
potentially increase themeasured sky brightness
temperature.

~ S used to
Two independent internet C O M ~ X ~ ~ O are
provide redundant access to the CGS servers. The
SEAPACFTPserver
at PO.DAACperiodically
mirrorstheCGSserver.PO.DAAC
s t a f f makes
archivalbackuptapes of the data,which can be
used forlong term studies.

Raw Data Reformatting
The raw captured data, originally recorded to disk
files
corresponding to 100 millisecondsof real time,
each of which is approximately 1 Megabyte (at the
5.1875 MSPS rate). A header on the file provides
the time of the capture, a text description of the
capture (e.g. outcr beam approaching) as well as
the mean and variance of the data in the file. The
variance is a convenient waytoquicklyfindthe
fileswhichhavepulse
data init,
sinceitis
essentially the avcrage received power during that
time intcwal. The digitized R I G time code is used
to confirm the actual time of data capture.

4. DATAPROCESSING
AND DISTRIBUTION as asingle 1 GB block,isreformattedinto
A sigruficant amountof post processing is done on
the raw sampled data which is collected during a
spacecraft pass. Initially, the data is broken up into
convenient sized files correspondingto 0.1 second
of data. It is also filtered to produce a
low pass
filtered estimate of the received power at a lower
sample rate. Approximately 14 days of raw data is
maintained on the CGS, with the oldest data being
removed to make roomfor ncw captures.

Evcryfewhours,catalogfileslistingallthe
raw
data files andtheaveragepowerestimateare
creatcd.Thesecatalog filesallowusers to avoid
transferringlargeamounts of datafortimewhen
thespacecraRantenna isn’tpointingtowardsthe
CGS. Figure 7 illustrates an excerpt of this catalog
file, showing the increase in average power as the
edge of the outer beam crosses the station.
Integrate and DumpFiltering

Thereformattingprocess
also createsafiltered
version of the data, which is used to find the pulses
andtoprovide
aquickmeans of evaluatingthe
data. The filter is a simple integrate and dump of
the squared input signal, with an a priori estimate
of the DC bias removed. Each integrate and dump
output sample is calculated as the sum of 104 input
samples,providinganestimate
of thereceived
power every20 microseconds.

At this rate (approximately 50 kSampledSec), the
dmtion and timing of a single Seawinds pulse (1.5
mSec) as well as the Pulse RepetitionInterval
(PRI) (5.4 mSec) can be determined to within 1%.

Much
higher
accuracies
can
be achieved
by
utilizing multiple pulscs inthe calculations.
Path loss estimate bv interstitial radiometric
integration
A significant source of variability in the absolute
powermeasurement is theatmosphericpath loss.
One
technique
to
measure
this is to
make
a
radiometricmeasurementalongthesamepath
as
thesignalmeasurementwasmadeand
use it to
calculateanestimate of thepath loss (assuming
nominal values for the temperature of the path) as
well as the loss contribution of the radome’. Any
timethespacecraft
is abovethehorizon(about
1000seconds)asimpleradiometricmeasurement
will include some power from the sidelobes of the
spacecraft transmitter.
Even
very
low
level
sidelobes can make a significant contributionto the
main lobe
radiometric
measurement
with
the
spacecraft signal being 30-40 dB above the noise
floor.

However, the spacecraft is only transmitting during
a portion(about
30%) of thepulserepetition
interval. During the remaining time, in between the
pulses,thereceivedpower
can be integrated to
develop a radiometric measurement The integrate
anddumpfiltereddatasetprovidesaconvenient
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Figure 7 - Excerpt of CGS Raw Data Catalog Listing

mcans to find the times when thc spacecrall is not
transmitting.

dataset.

The integrate and dump samples themselves can be
usedtocalculatetheradiometricpower,however,
thepresence of aDCbiasinthesampleddata
being filtered makes this somewhat more complex.
AnestimateoftheDCoffset
of thesampling
process is subtracted,however,theestimate is of
limited precision,so there is a remaining offset that
must be taken into account.

Refinement of noise power measurement

(3), above,
Consider the term being summed in
X;

= (Zj + b)2

where Yi is the true value, and b is the remaining
bias. E-g
the squared term, weget:

E2 + 2Zb + b2
However, ? is assumed to be a zero mean random
process, so when summed, the 2Yb term falls out,
leaving the true variance estimate and a constant
equal to the square of the dc offset. The actual DC
AD
offset can be measuredbyintegratingthe
outputwiththereceiverconnectedtoa
known
noise source. The bias term is-then the difference
betweenthemeasuredoffsetandtheestimated
offset used in calculatingtheintegrateanddump

-1.5

1

-0.5

Whencalculatingthesystemgain,in
an absolute
in the
noise
bandwidth
B, in
sense,
changes
equation (l), above, cause proportional changes in
the calculated gain. This noise bandwidth is set by
an
analog
filter
in
the
receiver
chassis.
The
temperature of this filter is relativelyconstant,
however it does change, and its aging behavior is
u~own.
There
are
also potential
interfering
low
level
signals which
have
been
observed
at
random
intervals, although always at the same frequency.
Theseinterferingsignalsdon’tmakeasignfcant
differenceintheprimaryCGSrole
of digitizing
andanalyzingthespacecrafttransmittersignals,
but they docontributetolowlevelradiometric
measurements.
We can improve our estimate of the
noise
bandwidthand excise theinterferingsignals
by
applying a digital filtering approach to artificially
restrictthemeasurementbandwidth.Thesample
rate of the CGS is very accurately controlled, so a
computational filter which depends on the sample
rate will also have a stable bandwidth.
The approach -taken is to form an estimate of the
power in arelativelysmallnumber
of equally
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Figure 8 - Noise Spectral Power Estimate
(with bestfit Butterworth characteristic)

1

I5

spaced
frcquency
bins.
We usc
the
method
rccommendcd by Yuen4,which uses a windowed
DiscreteFourierTransform
of aseries of Zero
autocorrelations.
actual
paddcd
The
implementation
doesn’t
compute
the
explicit
autocorrelation, but uses the transform ofthe
autocorrelation instead.
With the use of 128 bins, each nominally 20 kHz
wide, we can avoid using those frequencies which
have interfering signals, or system noise near the
folding fiequencies. The power in the selected bins
known noise
is summed, creatingafilterwith
bandwidth. Figure 8 illustrates the results of this
process with a Butterworth bandpass characteristic
superimposed.

Observation Schedule

The orbit of the spacecraft is such that it repeats
every 4 dayswitha
high degreeofaccuracy
(nominally 1 km). The times and look angles for
the beam crossings repeat on the same
4 day cycle.
There are 2 days on which both inner and outer
beams cross the CGS, 1 day when only the outer
beam crosses,and 1 day when the spacecraft
sky so that any
doesn’tgethighenoughinthe
beams cross.
Table
1 is canonical
a
capture
schedule for the CGS, based upon the orbit as of
October 1999.All timesare in UTC, and look
angles are (azimuth,elevation)relativetotrue
north and local horizontal. The OlOOZ captures are
referred to as evening captures because they occur
at about 7PMlocal, andthe 12002 captures are
referred to as morning captures because they occur
at about 6AM local.

Scheduling Mechanics

Every day, at 18Z (noon local), an ephemeris file
that has predicted Earth CenteredInertial (ECI)
x,y,zcoordinatesofthespacecraftat
1 minute
intervals for the next 5 days is FTP’d to the CGS.
At 222, a seriesof programs is run which use these
positions to determine when the spacecraft is above
the nominal horizon, relative to the
CGS. During
the above horizon periods, cubical interpolation to
calculate look angles Erom the CGS at successively
finer intervals (to 0.1 second) to identify the times
and look angles of the beam crossings, assuming
the nominal40 and 46 degree nadir angles from the
spacecraft.Fromthese data, schedulingfiles are
pedestal
created which control the digitizing and
processes on adaily basis. At 232, the schedulefor
the next 24 hours is put in place, and the captures
occur as scheduled. Overriding the default schedule
possible
is
by
editing the schedule files to
accommodate unique situations, and, as well,the
software is beingenhanced
to allow a more
convenient interfacefor this function.

5. SAMPLESPACECRAFT SIGNAL
MEASUREMENTS

data from a
We presentsometypicalcapture
capture at 01:38:262 on 26 October 1999. A 20
second capture window around the predicted time
CGS was
thattheouterbeamwouldcrossthe
01:38:36Z was processed. UTC is 6 hours aheadof
local time (MDT) at the CGS, so this capture
actually occurred about7:30 PM in the evening on
25 October 1999.

Table 1 - Canonical Capture Schedule

Day 1:
( 10 Seconds)
Day2:
(10 Seconds)
Day 3:
(20 Seconds)

Outer Beam
Approaching
01:38:36
(350.9,36.6)
125350
(191.6,36.2)
01:13:34
(25.0,36.6)
12:28:47
(151.3,36.2)
00:49:37
(69.5,36.5)
12:05:11
(102.4,36.3)

Inner Beam
Approaching
01:39:17
(343.4,44.3)
12:54:30
(199.1,44.0)
01:14:11
(28.4,44.3)
12:29:26
(147.77,44.0)

Inner Beam
Receding
01:42:17
(227.7,43.9)
12:57:31
(317.99,41.2)
01:17:29
(176.3,43.9)
12:32:41
(3.07,44.3)

Outer Beam
Receding
01:42:40 .
(220.1,36.2)
12:58:11
(325.0,36.5)
01:17:54
(179.9,36.1)
12:33:20
(359.1,36.5)
00:51:49
(129536.2)
12:07:24
(42.0,36.5)

Day 4:
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Fi&e 9a" 20 k o n d capkre oiouter 6 croising
V: 10 dB/division, H: minor ticks at 1 second intervals
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Figure 9b Outer beam crossing
V: 10 &/division, H: 0.1 Secondmajor division
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Fi&e 9c - Outkr Beam C;ossing, rnah lobe dedl
V: 10 &/division, H: 10 mSec/minor division
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Figure 10A Single SeawindsPulse
1.5792 mSec total epoch(8192 samples)

Figure 10B

- Single Seawindspulse Power Spectrum

V: 10 dBldivision. H: 2.59375 MHz total S ~ a n

Figure 9 resents a seriesof log scaled plot of the
integrate and dump dataset.This is the equivalent
of the “log video” output from an
analog receiver.
The first plot (Fig. 9A shows the datafor an entire
20 second captureas the
outer beam crosses the CGS. The 3.3 second period
of the spacecraftantennarotation is visible, as
multiple passes corresponding
successive
to
“elevation cuts” across the pattern.Some small
sidelobeabout 30 dB down,and 60 degrees off
boresight are also visible.
In thenext two plots,Figures 9B and 9C, the
central area is expanded showing more detail
of the
pulseenvelopes. The detailedenvelope of the
spacecraft antenna is visible, as well as the power
received from the side lobes of the inner beam.By
fitting the measured spacecraft antenna pattern to
the received data, it is possible to estimate where
the “peak” of the pattern would be, and hence the
absolute azimutldyaw orientation of the spacecraft
antenna at that time.
Figure 10 presentstimeandfrequencydomain
plots of a single Seawinds radar pulse. In Figure
10A, the time domain plot, the chirped nature
of
thepulse is quiteevident,withasignaltonoise

ratio of about 30 d B . Seawinds pulses are down
375 kHz, and this
chirps with a chirp bandwidth of
pulse is centeredatabout
250 kHz fromthe
nominal center frequency.

Figure 10B is thepower spectrum of the same
pulse. The characteristic flat topped appearance of
a chuped pulseis evident. The particular frequency
folding
from
undersampling
results in the
frequency scale being inverted, so that high input
frequencies appearat the left endof the plot.

6 . CONCLUSIONS
TheSeawinds CGS isahighperformance
self
calibrating
autonomous
measurement
receiver
which
provides
accurate
measurements
of the
timing ahd amplitude of pulses from the Seawinds
Ku-bandScatterometer. The preciselytimed data
collected by the CGS referenced to a high quality
timestandardallowsdetermination
of spacecraft
timing,
clock,
and
attitude offsets
with
an
independentsourceof data. This was particularly
valuable in the first weeks after instrument turn on
when the spacecraft attitude
was not yet stabilized!

Futurework is planned with theCGStofurther
characterize various aspects of the system, such as
longtermgainstabilityandrefinedpath
and
radome loss estimates.Furtherenhancementsto
will result
from
the
practical
CGS
operations
experience gained with actual spacecraft data and
evolving user requirements.

[6] D.G. Long, P. Yoho, A Anderson, J. Adams, J.
Lux, T. Chcng, "Results from the Seawinds
Calibration Ground Station", Sea Winds CaWaf
Work ShopMeeting, Pasadena, CA, 2-5 Nov, 1999.

TheCGS willalsoreceive
andprocesssignals
from the second Seawinds instrument scheduled to
be launched in late 2000 on ADEOS 11. The stable
and repeatable measurement capability provided by
theCGS, will provideaconsistentreferenceto
comparetheperformance of the two spaceborne
instruments.
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